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ABSTRACT
We show, against skeptics, that however latent it may be in everyday life, the ability to reason effectively about politics
can readily be activated when conditions are right. We justify a new definition of deliberative reasoning, then develop
and apply a Deliberative Reasoning Index (DRI) to analysis of nineteen deliberative minipublics. DRI increases over the
course of deliberation in the vast majority of cases, but the extent of this increase depends upon enabling conditions.
Group building that activates deliberative norms makes the biggest difference, particularly in enabling participants
to cope with complexity. Without group building and enough time to deliberate, issue complexity becomes more
difficult to surmount, and planned direct impact on policy decisions may actually impede reasoning. Our findings have
implications beyond minipublic design for the staging of political discourse in the wider public sphere.

INTRODUCTION
Deliberative democracy is now arguably the main theme in both democratic theory and the practice of democratic
innovation. Yet deliberative reasoning appears excessively demanding in the face of enduring skepticism rooted in a
long tradition in psychology and political science. The skeptics find that the capacities of ordinary people to recognize
let alone weigh issue-based reasons for choices are very limited (see for example Achen and Bartels 2016). According
to the skeptics, what happens instead is that humans follow scripts that are mostly intuitive or look for reasons to support
conclusions already established (confirmation bias) or are attached to strong emotional responses. Such responses can
be activated by the invocation of political symbols by demagogues, or by making particular beliefs (such as climate
change denial) a matter of group or partisan identity (Kahan 2013). Such pessimistic arguments would, it seems, apply
a fortiori to deliberative democracy, given that it is much more demanding of human reasoning than is (say) voting.
We can actually agree with the skeptics, but very conditionally. The typical citizen might drop “to a lower level of mental
performance as soon as [they enter] the political field” (Schumpeter 1943 (1976)), but it is less the reasoning capabilities
of citizens that demands critical scrutiny than the construction of the field in which it occurs. Against the skeptics and
pessimists, we believe that “humans are…poor monadic reasoners but not poor group reasoners” (Chambers 2018)
and intend to show theoretically and empirically exactly how citizens can engage in effective deliberative reasoning,
especially if the field is right.
Much political science survey research demonstrates citizen incompetence in terms of solitary reasoning. Many
psychological experiments have analyzed human communication based on decontextualized tasks with no interaction
and no supportive environment providing participants with adequate information. But deliberation involves reasoning
together, not individually. The prospects for deliberation can be illuminated by the more optimistic perspective on
the evolution of human reasoning developed by Mercier and Sperber (2017; 2011). While sharing pessimism about
individual reasoning, they claim that reasoning is an inherently group process, and as such is best invoked in social
settings (Sloman and Fernbach 2017). The deliberative context is the most effective setting for ensuring a justificatory
basis of reasons because individuals must find ways to reach and convince others and in so doing correct their own
inherent bias. In this light, human reasoning is essentially dialogical; it evolved to convince others, not to find one’s
own way. The situation induced by group deliberation, particularly in cases involving diversity, should therefore serve
to make salient a fuller range of relevant reasons. Deliberation also provides a social setting that induces response to
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relevant diverse considerations (and associated reasons) beyond the self, yielding what Arendt (1961) calls “enlarged
thinking,” the capacity to widen the field of view, and incorporate the standpoint of others.
Yet deliberative reasoning is not something that will just happen in any group setting. Rosenberg (2014) reports that
“most ‘participants’ who attend deliberative processes do not, in fact, engage in the give and take of the discussion.”
We will show that this kind of generalization fails to do justice to the considerable variation across different deliberative
forums regarding the amount of deliberative reasoning. Therefore, we “zoom in” on design features of deliberative
forums (alongside issue characteristics and demographic factors) that we expect to produce variation in the quality of
deliberative reasoning.1 Notably, we will demonstrate that group building activity to activate interactive norms at the
outset of forums dramatically increases the quality of deliberative reasoning among citizens. Our empirical analysis
needs an operationalizable account of deliberative reasoning, which we now provide.

DELIBERATIVE REASONING
Deliberation is generally understood to be a process involving “mutual communication on matters of common
concern” whereby participants weigh relevant considerations in order to arrive at conclusions regarding forms of action
(Bächtiger et al. 2018). But how do we discern the effectiveness of deliberative reasoning for any particular case?
One widely used measure is the Discourse Quality Index (DQI; Steenbergen et al. 2003), which treats deliberative
reasoning as a matter of good procedure (justification of positions, respect, listening, etc.), without sensitivity to whether
participants are actually weighing all relevant considerations effectively. Most epistemic treatments of deliberation
speak of “truth tracking” and so require either a value judgment concerning what is a good outcome (truth) that is
external to the deliberation itself, or seeing truth as constructed intersubjectively, while lacking a formal measure of
deliberative quality (Estlund and Landemore 2018). Opinion change is sometimes used as an indicator of deliberative
reasoning, but opinion change can be produced by distinctly non-deliberative mechanisms, such as those yielding
increased group polarization (Sunstein 2002), and again an external value judgment is necessary to distinguish good
from bad opinion change. While recognizing the contributions of these three approaches, we try here to move beyond
their limitations.
Deliberative reasoning as we conceptualize it is a property of the relationships between individuals, in which their
differences when it comes to values, beliefs, and preferences are regulated by parameters of reason that are formed
in deliberation, parameters whose content we now describe. To begin, deliberative reasoning is intersubjective insofar
as it connects internal knowledge with knowledge of the minds of others, as well as with their objective knowledge of
the world (Davidson 2001). Here, internal knowledge (and knowledge of the minds of others) can consist of values
(such as social harmony, or security), subjective dispositions (for example, suspicion of large corporations, or trust in
scientists), and experiential understanding (such as what it is like to live with a disability). 2

1
Since existing empirical knowledge of deliberative forums stems in large degree from deliberative polling—which implements a uniform
design—the effects of various design features have not been extensively studied (for exceptions see Grönlund, Setälä, and Herne 2010; Baccaro,
Bächtiger, and Deville 2016).
2
Deliberation can therefore overcome ‘pluralistic ignorance’ where individuals might express support for something they deem socially
acceptable (be it a racial or homophobic prejudice, support for a political figure, or national aggrandizement)—not realizing that others actually
find it as unacceptable as they do.
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Deliberation therefore draws upon and constructs a shared representational framework within which we understand
what our fellow deliberators mean from our observations of what they are saying, 3 and within which reasoning is
enabled as well as constrained within mutually endorsed boundaries. 4 Take for example the challenge of constructing
an effective policy response to the problem of drug addiction. Relevant considerations to inform the framework might
include an array of scientific findings concerning the addictive properties and physical consequences of particular
drugs, and psychological or social scientific findings concerning the propensity of different kinds of people to addictive
behavior and the consequences of their actions for other people. Some facts and findings may be settled, some
contested. Also possibly relevant are valued ends, such as individual health and community safety. The motivations of
legal and illegal drug suppliers might also matter. Different characterizations of the challenge of solving the problem
are possible, depending on whether addiction is seen as in essence a matter of biochemical propensities, personality,
material incentives, or social-economic structure. Applying these characterizations, there is an array of both settled and
contested facts concerning the implications of different policies (such as criminalizing drug users as well as suppliers,
regulating suppliers of legal drugs, access to therapy and rehabilitation) for valued ends. A shared representational
framework constructed by deliberators should render all these aspects mutually intelligible.
The shared “logic” embedded in a representational framework may be intuitive (and irretrievable in syllogistic form),
but it nonetheless should produce coherence across propositions (Davidson 2001). Here, coherence aligns our
understanding of what others mean with our own account of the objective world, as well as with the internal values that
inform our judgements regarding what should be done. Together these beliefs and values comprise the considerations
to be evaluated in determining what should be done. Coherence checking is central to group reasoning (Mercier
and Sperber 2011). For example, an environmentalist in whom a group trusts might surprisingly express support for
nuclear power (or geoengineering), which contradicts the established idea that environmentalists should oppose the
technology on grounds of environmental risk, so producing incoherence. The explanation this person gives is that they
have come to think the risks of nuclear power (or geoengineering) are not as great as the risks from the climate change
that the technology would help avert. The group should then reflect on this in an effort to restore coherence between
trust and specific claims. Coherence checking here would also hold individuals accountable for factual claims (such as
the risks of these technologies).
Deliberative reasoning as we define it also recognizes the possibility of being correct on specifics, while forming the
wrong conclusions because of lack of attention to the complete picture. And so deliberative reasoning should also
involve integration (Wright 2019), where all relevant considerations are factored into reasoning (Misak 2004). What
counts as relevant should itself be determined in deliberation. Integration should overcome pathologies such as
motivated reasoning, confirmation bias, and the suppression of relevant values (such as shared environmental concern)

As Habermas (1984, 216) puts it, “In communicative action participants… harmonize their plans of action on the basis of common situation
definitions. In this respect the negotiation of definitions of the situation is an essential element of the interpretive accomplishments required for
communicative action.”
4
The term representational framework as we use it aligns with Mercier and Sperber’s characterisation of metarepresentations, which can cover
complexes of representations including “possible reasons to accept a conclusion and for evaluating their strength” (Mercier and Sperber 2011,
58). This contrasts with memory structures such as schemas (e.g. Lodge and Hamill 1986) that assist with intuitive judgments, without necessarily
involving the thoughtful evaluation required to assess which considerations—and their associated representations—should be integrated into
reasoning and/or updating of those representations resulting from deliberation.
3
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in collective choices. 5 Integration can help eliminate coherent yet indefensible propositions (such as conspiracy
theories). To the extent that integration occurs across all relevant considerations, then the level at which the group
agrees on the veracity of facts, the relevance of characterizations, and the prioritization of valued ends should be
reflected in the level at which it agrees that particular actions would serve particular ends. So, if the group shares an
understanding of what the issue looks like, there should be proportionality within the group in the differences between
the valued ends (and other supporting considerations) and any resulting preferences. To return to our addiction
example, a “therapeutic” package might stress addictive personality, individual health, and so decriminalization and
social support; a “choice” package might focus on profit motivations of drug suppliers and so positive and negative
incentives to suppliers and users. Within the group, individual backing for each package should be proportional to
approval of its supporting considerations.
In short, our definition of deliberative reasoning is the mutual integration of relevant evidential, forensic, interpretive,
and normative considerations within an intersubjective representational framework featuring coherent understanding
of cause and effect applied to the question of what action should be taken on matters of common concern. Deliberative
reasoning is not linked to attainment of consensus, but rather higher-level agreement on the substance of the issue—in
terms of what considerations matter and the implications for how we choose what should be done. Such higher-level
agreement can be sought even in a deeply divided setting (such as Northern Ireland), involving acceptance of the
validity of the identity concerns of the other side (such as a British or Irish identity supported by acceptable reasons,
anchored in history, beliefs, lived circumstances) even though they are not shared.
Deliberative reasoning as we measure it examines outcomes rather than procedures. However, because deliberative
reasoning is a group-level relational property, this measure should involve no external value judgment about the
substance of outcomes (or indeed any contemplation of this substance at all). 6 Rather, it should involve consistency.
Consistency in reasoning occurs when any agreement on actions is supported by the same representational framework,
and any disagreement on actions can be understood in the language of that framework. If a deliberating group agrees
on relevant considerations and integrates them into reasoning via a shared representational framework, a regularity
between opinions and preferences should form within the group. 7 As a result, the extent to which deliberators disagree
is constrained by a shared “logic”, or form of rationality such that their diverging values or beliefs should result in
a comparable degree of divergence in their expressed preferences. So in our nuclear power example, divergent
assessments of the relative size and moral significance of the risks of nuclear power and climate change should
produce a proportional divergence in degree of support for the nuclear option. The level of opinion agreement on
considerations should be proportional to the level of agreement on preferences among possible courses of action
within the group. It is this measurable (intersubjective) consistency that forms the basis of our Deliberative Reasoning
Index (DRI).

Formally, the domain of relevant considerations is a kind of metaconsensus (Dryzek and Niemeyer 2006), involving agreement on what should
be considered when weighing a particular decision. Deliberative reasoning captures the establishment of this metaconsensus.
6
In this sense, deliberative reasoning resembles the psychological concept of integrative complexity (Suedfeld, Tetlock, and Streufert 1992),
which measures individuals or group thinking in terms of differentiation and integration of perspectives in a search for balance across different
perspectives, without reference to the content of those perspectives.
7
This regularity could be seen as a kind of “constraint”, in the sense established long ago by (e.g. Converse 1964), though for Converse
constraint is seen only in terms of relationship between elements in an individual’s belief system, rather than an intersubjective attribute.
5
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OBSERVING DELIBERATIVE REASONING
The deliberative reasoning index (DRI) that we develop is based on the intersubjective consistency of any pair of
deliberators (Niemeyer and Dryzek 2007). Capturing intersubjective consistency begins by surveying opinions
across the range of underlying considerations (i.e., values and beliefs) that ought plausibly to inform the preferences
concerning the issue at hand. Opinions can be measured via a quasi-ranking of considerations from “most agree”
to “most disagree” of around 20-40 statements about the issue at hand. 8 Preferences across action options (usually
alternative policies) are then measured through ranking a small set of (usually less than ten) options (Niemeyer 2020;
Niemeyer and Veri Forthcoming). Intersubjective consistency is measured by first computing rank order correlations
between any two individuals (using Spearman’s ρ) for considerations, and then doing the same for preferences. 9
The process is then repeated for all possible pairs of individuals within the deliberating group. Figure 1 shows an
intersubjective consistency plot for four deliberators (A,B,C,D), drawn from the FNQCJ case study, one of the
studies reported in our analysis, which featured conflict over development of a road through a World Heritage Listed
rainforest (Case 3; see Appendix A). 10 The degree of intersubjective consistency for each pair is measured as the
orthogonal distance from the 1:1 line representing direct proportionality or perfect consistency ( da,b, da,c, da,d, db,c, db,d,
dc,d ). Note that high intersubjective consistency is not the same as high agreement. In the figure, the pair AB exhibits
greatest agreement on preferences, the pair CD the greatest agreement on considerations. However, the pair BC is
the most consistent in aligning considerations with preferences (because it is closest to the 1:1 line). 11
Calculation of individual-level DRI (DRIInd) involves the aggregation of intersubjective consistency for all deliberative
pairs comprising that individual. From Figure 1, pairs that include participant D are least consistent, with relatively
low levels of preference agreement compared to agreement on considerations. 12 Our interpretation is that individual
D appears to exhibit the lowest levels of reasoning when triangulated with the rest of the group. Calculating DRIIndd
involves obtaining the average distance for all intersubjective pairs that include individual D and normalizing the result
so that it falls within the range -1,1. 13 By contrast A is imputed with highest deliberative reasoning as triangulated within
the group, with the pairs involving A averaging the smallest distance. All DRIInd are then aggregated to produce group
DRI (for a detailed explanation see Niemeyer and Veri Forthcoming).

Aside from this quasi-ranking method (see Niemeyer 2020), it is possible to use a Likert scale. The two procedures yield similar results, but we
rely on quasi-ranked responses in what follows because this produces slightly better differentiation across individuals
9
We employ Spearman’s ρ because it is appropriate for the correlation of non-linear relationships and ordinal data such as Likert scale ranks
(Lehman et al., 127). Software is available (DeliberateQ, Moten and Niemeyer 2008) that performs most of the calculations described here.
10
The pairs AB, AC, AD, BC, BD and CD include A,B,C,D, which correspond to participants “ASW”, “KEI”, “JAN” and “TAM” from the study.
The data is available at https://participedia.net/case/38.
11
The (rare) case of perfect agreement on considerations as well as preferences would represent a form of rational consensus—a goal that is
(mistakenly) attributed to Habermas but is not a condition of deliberative reasoning.
12
We use a method that aggregates geometric distances rather than a least squares method, (such as Lin’s Concordance) to overcome the
problem of domain restriction (Meade 2010), which would occur wherever increasing levels of (reasoned) consensus leads to clustering of pairs
in the upper righthand side of the intersubjective consistency plot. A least squares approach would result in lower scores, whereas deliberative
reasoning would have increased.
13
Normalization uses the theoretical maximum distance, or Lamda (λ=2)2, shown graphically in Figure 2.
8
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Figure 1. Intersubjective Consistency Plot

The left-hand diagram of Figure 2 plots the pre-deliberation pairs for all individuals involved in the FNQCJ case.14
Note that most points are distributed orthogonally to the 1:1 line, representing a (low constraint) situation where
relatively high overall agreement regarding considerations is not reflected in preference agreement. The distribution
of pairs is similar to a random pattern produced by Monte Carlo simulation, hence a group DRI approaching 0.

14

Plotting all combinations of pairs for all 12 participants n, we end up with n(n-1)/2 = 66 points.
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However, in this case, the distribution is offset to the right, due to non-random levels of consideration agreement—a
pattern that proves typical of the pre-deliberative situation for most of the cases we report.

Figure 2. DRI Plots: FNQCJ Case

Why is the pre-deliberation group DRI so low? In the FNQCJ case strategic political language in the larger public
sphere created polarization and partisan reasoning that did not reflect the underlying consideration agreement prior
to deliberation (Niemeyer 2011). In terms of the conditions of deliberative reasoning described above, there was a
reasonably strong agreement on the relevant range of considerations prior to deliberation, but there was a focus on
partisan claims (advanced by environmental and developmental interests) that induced salience effects and reduced
levels of the integration of considerations into reasoning about preferences. Deliberation then dissolved partisan
framing and created the conditions for integration as reflected in the much higher group consistency in the right-hand
plot—which also shows the post-deliberation location of our five example individuals—where preference consensus
reflects that for considerations. 15
As indicated above, the pre-deliberation FNQCJ group DRI is very low (0.07), rising to 0.53 post-deliberation, with
the contrast graphically represented in Figure 2. A (hypothetical) strongly negative group DRI would suggest an
extreme situation, for example where willful partisanship produces a representation that inverts the conclusions drawn
from the same considerations. In practice, most observations fall between values for group DRI of 0 and 1.

15

The animation of this transformation can be observed at https://youtu.be/8UQ4hPvzr2Y
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Why do we call DRI “deliberative reasoning” when it can be measured prior to a given deliberative procedure? The
answer is that deliberative reasoning can also occur to greater or lesser extent in natural settings in the broader public
sphere (i.e., not just in designed forums), and we can measure this extent using the DRI. (Indeed, the DRI could
potentially be used as a measure of the deliberativeness of the public sphere on any particular issue.) 16 The low predeliberative group DRI for the FNQCJ case suggests poor deliberative reasoning in the public sphere on this issue. If
there is no deliberative reasoning in the public sphere, then the group DRI will be near zero. 17
In most cases, pre-deliberative DRI will be substantially greater than zero. The FNQCJ represents an extreme case.
The Uppsala Speaks study (Jennstål 2019) represents a more common pre-deliberative scenario. The three cases for
the study are reported in Figure 3. They include a control group, which simply performed the DRI survey at the same
pre- and post-deliberative time points as the two deliberative group cases (standard and group building) involving two
different treatment conditions. It is clear the pre-deliberative DRI is similarly high for all three Uppsala Speaks cases
compared to the FNQCJ case in Figure 2.
It can also be seen from Figure 3 that group DRI improved substantially in both the deliberative groups, but not in
the control group. Moreover, the level of improvement is higher for the Group Building than for the Standard case,
reflecting differences in the conditions under which deliberation proceeded, that we analyze below.

Although there are limitations: DRI results are only strictly commensurable where the same survey instrument is used, as we discuss below
regarding our analysis.
17
However, a DRI of zero can also occur in cases where some of the conditions such as coherence for deliberative reasoning are satisfied, but
where integration is very negatively affected by strong partisanship, so that reasoning is selective and used to support decisions along partisan
lines. This was the case for the FNQCJ pre-deliberative situation.
16
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Figure 3. DRI Plots: Uppsala Speaks Study

Note: Includes cognitive training as well as group building (level 5 in Table 1)
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CONDITIONS FOR DELIBERATIVE REASONING
Our analysis of the determinants of improvement in group DRI is based on an examination of forums designed to
be deliberative. So first, we check whether deliberative reasoning is indeed activated within all such forums. Neblo,
Esterling, and Lazer (2018) claim that when citizens have the “means, motives, and opportunity” to become informed
about politics, they behave differently than is portrayed in the ‘anemic view of democratic participation’ implied by
many survey researchers; we need to check that this holds. We expect, on balance, the experience of group deliberation
should serve to improve deliberative reasoning. But that does not mean that all such forums are equal in their capacity
to induce deliberative reasoning, and as it turns out there is considerable variation across forums. So second, we
examine design features of deliberative forums (in connection with issue characteristics and demographic factors) that
we think might produce variation in deliberative reasoning.

Design Effects
Deliberative Group Building
We expect designs with dedicated activities at the outset intended to build positive dispositions toward both the
subsequent deliberative task and other members of the group to produce higher levels of deliberative reasoning. Such
activities should prime the reasoning task. Group building may also improve trust within the group—which as Mercier
and Sperber (2011) argue is central to group reasoning—and induce greater willingness to listen and take seriously
alternative views, facilitating “enlarged thinking” (Arendt 1961) that bridges across difference. Group building should
therefore help break down the role of partisan framing (and its negative impacts on integration) that scripts reasoning
along narrow, non-integrative terms (e.g., that a position should be adopted because it is endorsed by a party).
We distinguish five levels of group-building activity.

Table 1. Group Building Levels

1. Minimal Group work

The group only briefly interacts, or the process begins with
provision of information without any group work and/or
introductions/icebreaking exercise

2. Group introductions

Limited group work, involving formal introductions

3. Standard

Group work limited to plenary session where participants are
briefed on deliberative norms

4. Group Building

Dedicated group building process where participants themselves
work through what norms/rules should apply during deliberation.

5. Group Building plus cognitive training

Group building, with the addition of cognitive training exercises
(e.g., Mindfulness Training)
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Levels 2 and 3 may help build trust and a wider shared group identity (Batalha et al. 2019). In design 4, the group
develops its own principles for deliberation, which in practice invariably accord with theoretical deliberative ideals
(respect, reciprocity, trust, etc.). The fact that these rules are self-generated rather than dictated to the group (as in
design 3, which is the most standard practice of the types) means the group has “ownership” of them, such that they
are likely to be associated with greater levels of trust. We hypothesize that framing of the deliberative task and building
of trust is most successfully achieved when it is generated from among the deliberators themselves, as in levels 4 and
5. Together these constitute a “group building proper” subset, on account of including a dedicated process aimed
at building (or activating) deliberative capabilities. Level 5 is specific to the Uppsala Speaks “group building” case
illustrated above in Figure 3 which included dedicated cognitive training, using mindfulness techniques designed to
improve coherence through self-awareness of reasoning. This contrasts with the “standard” design represented in the
middle of the three cases, which corresponds to level 3).

Duration
We expect the duration of the procedure to be positively associated with deliberative reasoning: the more time
(measured in days) participants have, the more in-depth reasoning processes can unfold (Curato et al. 2017).

Decision Impact
Decision impact is the intended relationship between the minipublic output and an associated policy decision, which
can involve the five levels outlined in Table 2.

Table 2. Decision Impact Levels

1. No impact

Not connected to any formal decision-making process—e.g., for
research purposes only

2. Informal impact

Influence of the process is indirect, via informal mechanisms—e.g.,
submission to inquiry, unsolicited submission to decision maker

3. Scaling up impact

Influence via communication of outcomes with the wider public—
e.g., Citizen Initiative Review

4. Direct Advisory

Outcomes are considered by decision makers on an advisory
basis, without a definitive commitment to act

5. Direct Decisive

The outcome of the case is directly implemented as a decision

13
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The conventional wisdom is that expected impact on policy induces higher quality deliberation because participants
will take their task more seriously (e.g. Fung 2003, 346), but we are aware of no evidence that supports this claim. Our
own conjecture is that proximity to power may actually reduce deliberative reasoning, because it induces individuals
to behave strategically in order to advance the prospects of their preferred options—although group building might
mitigate this effect. The case of the 2004 British Columbia Citizens’ Assembly on electoral system reform supports this
conjecture. The Assembly was charged with crafting a referendum question, and toward the end of the process there
was pressure on participants to join a consensus so as to maximize influence on the referendum outcome (Warren and
Pearse 2008). Another related (confounding) effect is the possibility of self-selection to higher staked processes by
individuals motivated by the prospect of policy influence rather than by the opportunity to participate in deliberation. 18

The Effect of Issue Complexity
Design features interact with characteristics of the issue at hand. Issue characteristics have turned out to be one of
the most important predictors of deliberative quality in the parliamentary context (Steiner et al. 2004; Bächtiger and
Hangartner 2010). The most important characteristic here is complexity. Issue complexity is not necessarily a barrier to
deliberative reasoning, but it does raise the bar to achieving it. Coherence is harder to achieve where higher complexity
creates greater scope for divergence in representations of the issue at hand. Integration is also harder to achieve
where there are more considerations to weigh, involving greater cognitive demand. We know from empirical research
on direct democratic campaigns (in Switzerland) that issue complexity can decrease argument-based reflection
(Colombo 2016).
We accordingly anticipate that complexity interacts with background conditions, such as those produced by groupbuilding: the stronger the group-building activities, the more likely members of the group will be oriented to take
on complex questions with an open mind, oriented toward problem solving, thus counteracting the effects of issue
complexity on deliberative reasoning. Group building’s improved trust facilitates listening more effectively to the
multiple dimensions of what others have to say, as well as enabling an effective division of cognitive labor (Mercier and
Sperber 2011), notably in judging the credibility of claims made by experts. Group building also facilitates motivation
to explore and evaluate claims that are made, overcoming cognitive closure (Kruglanski and Boyatzi 2012).
Issue complexity is a qualitative predictor that we transform into a 1-5 ordinal scale—i.e., (1) straightforward; (2) mild;
(3) moderate; (4) high; (5) extreme—based on three different dimensions: i) the difficulty of the task assigned to the
process (number of topics or facets addressed), ii) the geographical scale of the issue, (local to global), and iii) the
degree of technical or scientific content of the issue (see Appendix B).

Invited participants can choose to decline their invitation, and to this degree we are unable to eliminate some amount of self-selection. Strategic
self-selection was observed in relation to the Uppsala study, where the comparatively low prospect of direct impact (i.e., dictating an outcome to
decision makers to implement) was a disincentive to participate for individuals who were disposed to direct influence (Jennstål 2018).

18
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Individual-Level Effects
The characteristics of individual participants comprising the group may also make a difference when it comes to
deliberative reasoning. We focus on three demographic variables, namely education, gender, and age. Higher education
level tends to be associated with greater participation in conversations involving politics (e.g. Moy and Gastil 2006).
Standard research in political science suggests that socio-economic resources and corresponding education are crucial
in shaping individuals´ abilities to participate effectively in politics (Verba, Schlozman, and Brady 1995). Given that
deliberative events require a more demanding form of participation than voting, we might expect education to play an
even more important role than for voting. Previous research on deliberative forums has largely falsified this prediction,
finding no effect for education (Siu 2017). However, evaluation of a European-wide Deliberative Poll (“Europolis”),
showed that the least privileged people in the discussion groups—the least educated, particularly from the European
periphery—were also the least skilled deliberators (Gerber et al. 2018). Yet the same study also found those who were
good at providing sophisticated justifications also listened respectfully to, and seemed as open-minded as, participants
with lower communication skills, suggesting that group deliberative reasoning was not necessarily impaired.
When it comes to gender, argumentation including logical deduction and the application of general principles is
sometimes seen as a masculine style, while more tentative, contextual, figurative, and emotional forms of expression
are seen as feminine—which is why Sanders (1997) is hostile to a narrow interpretation of deliberation (see also Young
2002, 38-40). However, deliberative virtues such as empathy (Muradova 2020; Morrell 2010) and perspective taking
(Scudder 2016) are sometimes seen as more likely to be evidenced by females (e.g. Sommerlad et al. Undated).
Dutwin (2003) found no evidence that gender affected the quality of deliberation in a forum: the overall amount of
speaking and the number of topics discussed were roughly equal across gender (as well as race and perceived political
minority status). 19
Finally, age could be seen as a proxy for experience with political affairs, though whether this increases a person’s
ability for self-reflection and responsiveness to other participants’ viewpoints and arguments is questionable. Empirical
research has shown that younger participants exhibit slightly higher levels of deliberative quality (Gerber et al. 2018).
In sum, despite the clear effects of demographic factors on conventional forms of participation such as voting, we
suggest (on the basis of previous empirical research) that they are likely to play a role in the context of deliberative
forums, hence their inclusion in our model, but a complex one. We code education as 2= university degree; 1= no
university degree; gender as 2 = female, 1 = male; and age in six age cohorts (1 = 18-24, 2 = 25-34, 3 = 35-44, 4 = 45-54,
5 = 55-64, 6 = 65+).

19
Karpowitz and Mendelberg (2014) show experimentally that the interaction of gender composition of a group with decision rule makes a
difference to deliberation. However, all our cases featured gender equality, and any “decision rule” (such as consensus, or voting, or agreeing to
disagree) could in many cases be determined by the participants themselves during deliberation, and/or left implicit.
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CASES
We analyze deliberative reasoning and the conditions that enable it in the context of 19 minipublics (see Appendix A,
using a dataset that was constructed for the purposes of this study. Our selection covers the totality of cases where
appropriate data is available. Although these cases do not cover all minipublic types, they do capture the relevant
diversity of key design features (in group building, duration, and decision impact) across all kinds of minipublics. 20
Table 3 reports the change in pre to post group DRI for all 19 cases, along with their corresponding case-level values.
It shows that in the vast majority of cases group DRI increased substantially.

ANALYSIS
Analysis of the effect of deliberative reasoning across our 19 cases was performed using three levels—the effect of
participation per se in minipublic deliberation (level 1); the effect of individual-level characteristics for 381 participants
that participated in these minipublics (level 2); and the effect of case level features discussed above (level 3) — using
multi-level modelling (MLM) on DRIInd. 21
Structuring the analysis this way accommodates that fact that DRI is issue and context specific, requiring a survey
instrument that is designed accordingly to accommodate these specifics for a given study (Niemeyer and Veri
Forthcoming). In the absence of controlled conditions across treatments, such as those associated with the Uppsala
Speaks study reported in Figure 3, we accommodate potential impact on commensurability by adopting a model that
nests individuals within the cases in order to hold the transformation effects constant, thus enabling us to determine
whether changes to DRIInd can be attributed to demographic (level 2) or group/case (level 3) variables.
The analysis, which is described in detail in the online appendix, was conducted using the R package nlme (Pinheiro
J et al. 2021). In short, we adopt a conservative approach to accommodate variation in availability of individual-level
data across cases, interpretability between models, and mixed-effects models with different sample sizes. The level of
model fit is assessed using pseudo-R2 (Nakagawa and Schielzeth 2013). Multicollinearity between variables has been
checked, with the results reported in the online appendix. We have also corrected for potential loss of power due to
relatively small case sample size (19 cases; 762 individuals) using Restricted Maximum Likelihood (REML) estimation
(Luke 2017). Finally, we adopted a correlated random intercept and slope in our modelling to accommodate variation
in pre-deliberative DRI levels and the possibility that DRI may decrease in some cases (see Table 3); we monitored for
any autoregressive error structure (Pinheiro and Bates 2000). 22

Thus, our focus in case selection is on avoiding bias in drawing our conclusions rather than representativeness. To this end, we employed a
meta-analytical approach to check for possible sample size and effect size bias using Egger et al.’s (1997) regression and Begg and Mazumdar
(1994) rank test on DRI effect size, which did not reveal any sampling bias.
21
MLM is used because of its ability to deal with nested hierarchical data structures (Tasca et al. 2009) and correct for the resulting violation of
independence (Peugh and Heck 2017). It also accommodates clustering within our dataset, observed via high interclass correlation coefficient
(ICC; 0.33) within the null model (i.e., model with no predictors) (Kreft and De Leeuw 1998). The analysis estimate general relationships via fixed
effects, and random effect estimates of heterogeneity to assesses variation across minipublics.
22
The DRI involves domain restriction insofar as it has a maximum limit (of 1), restricting the range of improvement for cases with a high predeliberation group DRI. Independence of random effect associated with use of pre- and post-deliberation data structure has been monitored
to correct possible first-order autoregressive error structure (Pinheiro and Bates 2000) where the post- value is associated with the pre- value.
20
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For the MLM analyses reported below we use a hierarchical approach, adding variables to the model in sequenced
steps, beginning with effect of deliberation per se (level 1), then participant level variables (level 2), and finally case
level variables (level 3). This is done to permit exploration of progressive changes to model fit and the fixed effect of
each additional predictor variable.

Table 3. Case Group DRI levels and variables

Case Variable Values

DRI
Case

Pre

Post Improve- Group Decision
ment
Building Impact
Level

Com- Duration
plexity (Days)

10

Uppsala Speaks Control

0.42

0.34

 -0.08

NA

NA

NA

NA

1

Uppsala Speaks Standard

0.36

0.53

 0.17***

3

4

2

3

2

Uppsala Speaks Group Building

0.43

0.67

 0.24***

5‡

4

2

3

3

FNQCJ

-0.02

0.49

 0.51***

4‡

2

2

4

4

Australian Citizens’ Parliament

0.16

0.03

 -0.13

1

4

4

3

5

Sydney CC Adaptation

0.38

0.46

 0.08

4‡

4

5

3.5

6

Forest ERA Lay Citizens

0.36

0.50

 0.13***

3

4

2

3

7

Forest ERA Stakeholders

0.41

0.46

 0.04

2

4

2

3

8

UBC Biobank

0.23

0.33

 0.10

2

4

4

4

9

Mayo Biobank

0.28

0.34

 0.06*

3

4

4

4

10

WA Biobank Lay Citizens’

0.30

0.56

 0.26***

4‡

4

4

4

11

WA Biobank Stakeholders

0.29

0.25

 -0.03

4‡

4

4

4

12

Fremantle Bridge

0.21

0.34

 0.13***

3

5

1

1

13

CCPS ACT

0.51

0.62

 0.11***

4‡

1

5

3.5
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DRI

Case Variable Values

Case

Pre

Post Improve- Group Decision
ment
Building Impact
Level ‡

14

CSIRO Energy Futures WA

0.28

0.51

 0.23**

4‡

2

4

3

15

CSIRO Energy Futures NSW

0.30

0.45

 0.15**

4‡

2

4

3

16

CSIRO Energy Futures VIC

0.28

0.62

 0.34***

4‡

4

2

3

17

Valsamoggia Council
Amalgamation

0.36

0.31

 -0.05

2

3

2

2

18

GBR Futures

0.53

0.65

 0.12

4‡

1

4

3

190 Citizens’ Jury on Genome

0.43

0.45

 0.02

NA

NA

NA

NA

19

0.33

0.47

 0.1***

4‡

4

5

3

Editing Control

Citizens’ Jury on Genome Editing

Com- Duration
plexity (Days)

Note: One-tailed Wilcoxon Test: p<0.05*, p<0.025**, p<0.01***; ‡ “group building” cases (see discussion on page
); Case 7 is the same design as case 6, except participants were recruited from land management professionals and
decision makers, whereas case 6 involved randomly selected “lay” citizens; Case 11 is the same design as case 10,
except participants were recruited from patient advocate groups; Case 15 is the same design as 14 and 16, except that
breakout discussion groups were allocated according to similarity in position (see Appendix A)

RESULTS
The results of the basic MLM analysis are provided in Table 4. The first model (1) produces a significant intercept,
or pre-deliberation DRI, consistent with our earlier argument that deliberative reasoning is not limited to dedicated
deliberative designs. However, Model 2 demonstrates that dedicated minipublic deliberation dramatically improves
reasoning, improving DRI by 0.135. Given that in most cases the working range for DRI is between 0 and 1, this
represents a substantial improvement. Notably, the effect is fairly constant across all the models. 23

The estimate for stage random coefficient terms (i.e., σ DP) is approximately 0.16 (level 3) and 0.15 (level 2). Thus, it appears that the
relationship between stages varies similarly across minipublics and participants.

23
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Nevertheless, minipublic participation per se (in Model 2) accounts for a relatively small additional amount fixed
variance (ΔR2 = 0.10) over the intercept-only model. We know from Table 3 that minipublic deliberation per se does
not guarantee an improvement in deliberative reasoning, with a small number of cases posting a decrease in DRI,
hence our contention that design and context play important roles in explaining the variation.

Table 4. Multilevel regression results
Dependent variable: DRIInd Change

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Deliberation per se†

Individual Level Variables
Age

Gender

Education

Case Level Variables
Group building
Issue complexity
Duration
Decision Impact
Intercept
Observations
Groups
Pseudo-R2 (Fixed Effect)

Δ R2 (fixed)

Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01; † Effect of minipublic participation unexplained by other variables
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The results when adding models 3-5 in Table 4 suggest that individual level variables do not figure strongly. This is not
to say that they do not feature at all in affecting deliberative reasoning. 24 What is important here is that, as a whole, the
transformative potential of minipublic deliberation does not depend on the individual level features that we measure.
On the other hand, Table 4 shows that case-level variables strongly impact DRI. The greatest effect by far is associated
with Group Building (Model 6; 0.133; Fixed Effect ΔR2=0.32). For each increment of improvement in group building
there is a comparable improvement in DRI to Deliberation per se—i.e., it doubles the benefit of deliberation by
itself, and this improvement increases to five-fold for a case where “minimal group” building (level 1) is substituted
by “cognitive training” (level 5; see Table 1). (Although as we report below this effect is subject to interaction with
other case variables.) Issue complexity has a negative significant effect on its own (but the effect of complexity is
best understood via interaction, as also discussed below). Also positive and significant in impact is duration of the
minipublic (Model 8; 0.067; Δ R2 (FE) = 0.03); where each subsequent day improves DRI by a further 50% compared
to the simple Deliberation model (Model 2).
Interaction between case level (level 3) variables is indicated by the observed effect of group building increasing as
case level variables are added to the model. An interaction analysis is reported in Table 5, which controls for level 1 and
level 2 variables and so their potential confounding effects. When Issue Complexity is combined with Group Building
(Table 5; model I1) the interaction analysis reveals that differing degrees of issue complexity have a variably negative
impact on DRI. While lesser forms of group building do not overcome the challenge posed by complexity, higher
forms of group building are more successful. This interaction explains the relatively weak effect of Issue Complexity
on its own in Table 4, and confirms the power of Group Building in enhancing deliberative reasoning when it comes
to complex issues.

As discussed earlier, the effect of these variables appears complex, partly because they may well influence Pre-deliberative DRI, but also
because the transformative effect appears case specific.
24
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Table 5. Interaction effects
Dependent variable: DRIInd Change

(I1)

(I2)

(I3)

Individual Level Variables

Case Level Variables

Interactions

Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01; † Effect of minipublic participation per se unexplained by other variables
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Decision Impact emerges as significant when interacting with Issue Complexity (Table 5; model I2). As issues become
more complex, higher staked deliberative processes (i.e., those with more intended impact on policy decision) are less
likely to produce positive gains in deliberative reasoning. Both interactions are combined in model I3.
By controlling for the interaction between issue Complexity and Group Building, as well as Decision Impact, it is also
possible to resolve a further interaction between Duration and Complexity in affecting deliberative reasoning. Note
that the effect of Duration becomes strongly significant for the models that include Group Building and Complexity.
This suggests that the effect of Group Building in overcoming Complexity is enhanced by the time available for
deliberation.
The effects we find are consistent with our expectations concerning the impact of complexity (which imposes higher
demands on the achievement of coherence) and decision-making impact (which induces strategic behavior and/
or strategic self-selection). Where decision impact stakes are high for complex issues, the threshold for overcoming
deliberative pathology is raised, with opinionated individuals more likely to self-select. This effect was observed in
Case 12 (see Appendix A), where the deeper climate skeptics—who were more prone to deliberative pathology from
the outset (Niemeyer and Veri Forthcoming)—behaved strategically when decision makers were in attendance. Once
they realized that their views would not prevail, they abandoned the process (Hobson and Niemeyer 2013). This case
illustrates strategic self-deselection, resulting in improved deliberative reasoning following their departure.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
We have falsified the claims of skeptics who think deliberation about political affairs is impossible given the general lack
of relevant capacities among ordinary citizens (e.g. Achen and Bartels 2016; Brennan 2016) or only accessible for some
privileged minority or subsection of the population (for similar results using different evaluation metrics see Gerber
et al. 2018; Esterling et al. 2020). 26 However latent it may be in everyday life, the ability to reason effectively about
politics—what we have conceptualized as “deliberative reasoning”—can readily be activated through participation in a
forum under good conditions. In most of the analyzed cases, there was an improvement of deliberative reasoning. The
design features of forums matter. Notably, we have shown that group building makes a big difference. Group building
enables citizen participants to cope with complexity, thus falsifying the conjecture that lay citizens will find trouble
deliberating effectively if issue complexity increases. Moreover, it vindicates the historical deployment of minipublics
for complex topics that the legacy institutions of the representative system find problematic (see Bächtiger and
Goldberg 2020), such as climate change or the risks associated with new technologies.
Our findings point to the importance of contextual factors beyond deliberative procedure as conventionally
understood, resonating with increasing interest in educative measures to improve the capabilities and (broadly)

We can provisionally point to superior deliberative reasoning on the part of citizens by comparing citizens in case 6 to its expert counterpart
in case 7. Similar results were obtained comparing case 10 (citizens) and case 11 (patients and advocates with greater experience regarding the
issue) (see Table 3). Our proffered explanation is that ordinary citizens are more likely to activate their deliberative capabilities and engage in
greater integration than their more vested counterparts, even if they begin deliberation with lower levels of knowledge; more conclusive testing
awaits further data gathering.
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“deliberative stance” of participants in forums (Owen and Smith 2015). Examples here include perspective taking to
improve empathy (Muradova 2020), critical thinking, skill training, and mindfulness training (Jennstål unpublished, as
applied to the Uppsala Speaks group building ; case 2). They are also consistent with evidence that ideologically driven
partisanship which is antithetical to group building impairs reasoning (Kahan 2013).
Now, demonstrating that group building (or other educative proposals) is key to more effective deliberative reasoning
in small, designed forums is one thing; achieving a similar effect in larger publics quite another. Yet while the precise
kinds of group building we have identified are specific to designed forums, our results point to the importance of
searching for counterparts in larger publics. Our analysis suggests only places to look; whether we actually find the
effects we seek depends on further empirical inquiry.
To begin, we can seek mass level counterparts to the higher items on our five-point scale for group building. One
counterpart to point 3 on the scale, “group briefing”, might be sought in the rhetorical choices of political leaders.
Rhetoric can be inclusive or divisive (Pedrini, Bächtiger, and Steenbergen 2013). O’Flynn (2017) points to political
leaders in divided societies who can cultivate a sense of “pulling together” in larger publics. Chambers distinguishes
between the plebiscitary and deliberative rhetoric of leaders; the latter “makes people think, it makes people see things
in new ways, it conveys information and knowledge, and it makes people more reflective” (Chambers 2009, 335). And
like social capital, leaders’ political rhetoric can be “bridging” across different groups in a way that induces respect for
those with different identities and characteristics—a key deliberative principle—rather than “bonding” of the already
like-minded (Dryzek 2010).
One counterpart to point 4, “group development”, where the participants themselves work through principles for their
subsequent deliberative interaction, can be sought in the internal practices of some social movements (Della Porta
and Doerr 2018, emphasizing the World Social Forum) and protests (Mendonça and Ercan 2015, discussing cases in
Brazil and Turkey). Min (2015, 81) compares the principles developed by Occupy Wall Street protestors in New York
to Habermasian ideals of communicative action and deliberation.
Any counterpart to point 5, “cognitive training”, may be more elusive, though attempts have been made to interest
parliaments in mindfulness training. 27 Again, some social movement practices are indicative. Extinction Rebellion in the
UK cultivates a “supportive internal environment based on care” that involves checking feelings about one’s self and
others, and extends to caring for adversaries, such as the police (Westwell and Bunting 2020, 551). The general point
is that counterparts to deliberative group building can be sought in larger publics, though their effectiveness requires
further investigation. Further, it is possible that well-designed and well-publicized minipublics themselves could play
a role in building and activating deliberative reasoning in larger publics (Niemeyer and Jennstål 2018). Warren and
Gastil (2015) report evidence from the Oregon Citizen’s Initiative Review process, where a minipublic induced public
learning in advance of a referendum.

27

See e.g., https://www.themindfulnessinitiative.org.
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CONCLUSION
Corroborating the idea that human reasoning is something that happens most effectively in groups, we have shown that
lay citizens are capable of deliberative reasoning as a group, particularly when the conditions are right, thus validating
the core claim of deliberative democratic theory. But the quality of deliberative reasoning depends crucially on the
features of the forum in question, especially the degree to which it involves group building at the outset. Effective
group building, and enough time for deliberation, enable groups to overcome the challenge of issue complexity. The
latent ability of all citizens to engage in effective political reasoning can be activated under the right conditions. Our
findings demonstrate the possibility and point to pathways for widespread improvement of deliberative reasoning.
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APPENDICES

Case Studies
Table A.1 shows 19 separate cases as part of 12 studies used in the MLM analysis, along with two control groups. Cases
in same study utilize a common survey instrument.

Table A.1. Case Studies

Study
Uppsala
Speaks

Case # / Location
10 Control
1 Standard

Uppsala,
Sweden

2 Group Building

Description

Participedia Link

Year

Citizens’ Jury-type forum on
internal EU migrants engaging
in street begging.

https://participedia.
net/case/5923

2016

FNQCJ

3 Cairns, Australia

Far North Queensland
Citizens’ Jury on future of a
road in a wilderness area.

https://participedia.
net/case/38

2000

Citizens’
Parliament

4 Canberra, Australia

21st Century Town meeting
on Australia’s parliamentary
system

https://participedia.
net/case/27

2009

Sydney
Climate
Change
Adaption

5 Sydney Australia

Citizens’ panel on climate
change adaptation strategies
for local government

https://participedia.
net/case/5970

2013

ForestERA

6 Citizen

CJ-type on land management
options in northern New
Mexico, using GIS mapping
techniques

https://participedia.
net/case/5968

2007

CJ-type process concerned
with regulation of collection
and testing of genetic data

https://participedia.
net/case/5

2007/
2008

Single day 21st Century Town
Meeting on options for the
replacement of a bridge

https://participedia.
net/case/4429

2006

7 Stakeholder

Biobanking,
Regulation

8 UBC: Vancouver, Canada
9 Mayo: Rochester, USA
10 Citizens
11 Stakeholders

Fremantle
Bridge

Toas,
USA

Perth,
Australia

12 Fremantle, Australia
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Study

Case # / Location

Description

Participedia Link

Year

Climate
change and
the public
sphere
(CCPS)

13 Canberra, Australia

Citizens’ panel concerned with
climate change adaptation
policies

https://participedia.
net/case/5924

2010

Energy
Futures
Study

14 Perth, Australia

Citizens’ panel on options for
future energy generation

https://participedia.
net/case/5928

2005

https://participedia.
net/case/5937

2013

15 Newcastle, Australia
16 Melbourne, Australia

Valsamoggia

17 Valsamoggia, Italy

Citizens’ Initiative Review
on proposed amalgamation
among four councils, Bologna
region

GBR
Futures

18 Townsville, Australia

CJ-type event on the future of
the Great Barrier Reef

Human
Genome
Editing CJ

190 Control

CJ on regulating human
genome editing technologies

19 Canberra, Australia

2019
https://participedia.
net/case/7660

2021

Coding of Variables
Issue complexity has three dimensions (Issue complexity, remit complexity and geographical proximity). Each
dimension’s element has been transformed into a 1-5 ordinal scale (Table A.2) and the final complexity score represents
the central tendency of the three dimensions (i.e., median value).

Table A.2. Issue complexity coding scheme

1

2

3

4

5

Issue complexity

Straightforward

Contested

Technical

Complex

Complex and
contested

Remit complexity

Narrow

Simple

Broad/well
defined

Broad / not
well defined

Very Broad / not
well defined

Proximity

Local

Regional

National

International

Global
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Table A3 provides the issue complexity calculations for each of the studies. The aggregate results are provided in
Table 3 in the main text.

Table A3. Issue complexity details by Study

Remit
scope

Issue
complexity

Geo
proximity

Final score

Uppsala Speaks

2

2

4

2

FNQCJ

3

2

2

2

Australian Citizens’ Parliament

4

4

3

4

Sydney CC Adaption

4

5

5

5

Forest ERA

2

2

2

2

Biobanks

3

4

4

4

Fremantle Bridge

1

1

1

1

CCPS ACT

4

5

5

5

CSIRO Energy Futures

3

4

4

4

Valsamoggia

2

1

2

2

GBR Futures

4

3

4

4

Human Genome Editing CJ

4

5

5

5

Study
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